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and Mr. G. Harris, the proprietors of some of the pits visited.
To these gentlemen for their courteous guidan ce, and to the
prop rietors of all the pits for permission to examin e the sec tions,
the visiting members rendered a hearty vote of thank s.

Miss E. Cadmore acted as Excursion Secretary.
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REPORT OF AN EXCURSION TO HASTINGS AND
ST. LEONARDS.

M AY 22ND, 1915.

By W. J. LEWIS Almon, F.G. ~ . , F.R.A.L, Director of tIle
Excursion.

THE members who journeyed from London were met by the
Director at West St. Leonards Station. From a vantage point
close by, the Director examined the three main hypotheses of
the origin and denudation of the Weald: viz., "the plane of
marine den udation," "the sub -aerial denudation," and "the
chemical solution," maintaining the impossibility of any of these
and the ir variance with the facts. The various steps in the
history of the Wealden beds, from the elevation of the Port 
landi an sea-bottom and the deposition of the Purbecks, were
then traced up to the great westward -travelling wave of depres
sion, which brought in the Lenham-Diestien Sea over the
greater part of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. Th en the next eart h
movement, which drove the marine waters in a north-easterly
direction, the later Crag beds being success ively deposited in
their retreat. The nature of the Lenham-Diestien beds was
described as being sands and shingles, and two similar though
very distinct ferruginous sandstones. In one were originally a
large quantity of flint pebbles, angular and water-worn, in the
oth er the pebbles were very rare; in the form er a solvent
(possibly limonitic waters) had attacked the colloid silica in the
flint s, leaving them as soft and white as chalk ; in the latter the
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lime of th e shells had been entirely removed, leaving nothing
but casts .

In some cases the calcareous shells of well-known Crag spe cies
bad been preserved, in others the phosphatised cetacean and
other remains. Examples of these were shown lat er in the day.
The next rise of the Lenharn-Diestien sea-bottom was indicated
by the formation of bed s of bog-iron, now existing upon the
Lenham-Diestien sandston es on the tops of the Downs. It was
upon the elevation of this old sea-bottom that consequ ent rivers
were formed, which laid down those gravel s to which the
Director, years ago, had given the name of "meridionalis
gravels," the bottom gravels at Piltdown coming in here ; the
valley then before them contained ferruginous flint-pans and
characteristic loams , about which they would hear more ill the
next section to be visited . They would notice that the valley,
although excavated to such a depth, was truncated at a short
distance by the Brightling-Fairlight ridge, which at one time
passed over into France. The loams existed on the present
watersheds, and had been carried up with the ridge to an altitude
of over 500 ft.

The next series of sections visited, recently laid bare at the
back of the East Sussex Hospital, had solved the problem of
the White Rock fault s. Here was an enormous deposit of the
same chocol ate marl, some 40 ft. thick. The eastern bank of
th e old river cut through the Wealden rocks so steeply as to have
led the Geological Survey to mistake the marl for a member of
the Wadhurst series, and led them to put in a fault to account
for its origin . Fortunately an other long section had been laid
bare along Bohemia Road, where the Survey had followed the
ou tcrop of the loam by the extension of the line of fault ; here
a splendid section of the old river channel was exposed. At
the bottom, where the stream cut into the sandstone , the large
flints and th e sand had been cemented together ti ll nothing but
the strongest steel tools were employed to cut through it, nor
was it possible to make the workmen believe that it had ever
been " shifted." In demonstrating its hardness, one of the men
set to work to remove some of the flints, and in so doing struck
one several times with the pick-axe ; upon examining the flint
it was seen to be well-worked into a coup-de-poing. The bed was
followed by a rounded flint-pebble ferruginous conglomerate, of
about an average Red Crag colour; above the gravel came the
characteristic loam. Following up the base level of the old
river showed that it bore no relation whatever to th e present
tectonic structures, and antedated the oldest Pleistocene river
system.

After tea an inspection was made of a large displ ay the
Director had made at Grand Parade, consisting of a large series
of fossils and rocks from the Lenham-Diestien deposits ; series
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to illustrate the succession of Palasolithic races ; series to
illustrate the various alt ernations of arctic and mild conditions,
correlated with the glacial periods of Prof. Penck. These included
local Palzeozoi c and Jurassic rocks and fossils, and volcanic and
metamorphic rock s, many of which were striated ; ser ies to
illustrate the varieties of silica, their metamorphoses, and spon
taneous disruption. Silica was regarded as existing in six states:
colloid, cello-crystalline, crypto-crystalline, crystalline, crystallar,
and pseudornorphic. . These were divided into groups, and these
into varieties. Flint was regarded as collo-crystalline, and
divided into : vitreous, normal, crypto-granular, granular, micro
crystalline, and other variet ies. It was shown that each var iety
resp onded in a different manner both to stimuli and dynamics.
The various metamorphoses were shown, with their resultant
products-glaze, cretai sation, porcellanisation, opalisation, jasper
isation, and lyditisation. Then the molecular rearrangements which
are set up in the different states and varieties of silica were shown
-orbicular on the one hand, prismatic on the other-which
ultim ately led to the various for ms of spontaneous disruption (or
fissure), all of which were profusely illustrated.

Visits were made to the var ious points of interest during the
next th ree days.

EXCURSION TO SHOTOVER HILL, OXFORD.

SAT URDAY, J U N E 5TH , 1915.

Directors: PROF. W. J. SOLLAS, D.Sc., F .R.S., F.G.S. , AN D

C. J. B AYZAND.

(In the absence of a report by the Directors the following has
been furn ished by one of the Members pres ent.)

ON arrival at Oxford the party found the Directors awaiting them .
They walked to Carfax and there boarded a motor-bus for Head
ington. Oxford is situated on a wide clay expanse, the Oxford
Clay, on which Shotover Hill is imposed in the form of an
outlier of the higher Oolitic rocks. About a mile from Carfax
Mr. Bayzand drew attention to the sharp rise of the ground du e
to the escarpment of the Calcareous Grit which is the lower
division of the Corallian seri es. He also distributed hectograph
copies of sections and plan s, and the following description of the
local stratigraphy:




